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The paper sets otit to investigate the de&e kqences d, % dz> - . * 2 d, of random graphs of 
order n in which the edgec are chosen Wependently and with the same probability p, 0 < p ( 1. 
The r&n aim is to. find small interv$s which contain the mtb degree, In,, of #moss every (a.e.1 
graph. It is shown that% m varies arbitrarily;J1 theUerval 1 “_ m G&t and C(n) + a arbitrarily 
slowly, then there% an interval of l&igth’C(‘~) (n/log (~r/m’))*~ which contains the m th highest 
degree, &,, of.a.e. graph. 1f.m grows siow~~ with 1; fin partkular if m = 1, that is d, = dI is the 
maximal degree), the ceqtre of &his .in@rv&is*given by:a simpie expression. 
Other results ccmtkxn : tfre .&qp iI& Li$& iq the. degree quence of a.e. graph, the 
repeke values in’ the degree $eque&x$ ihe number of edges that can be covered by m 
vertices, and the connectivity of largeVsubgraphs. 
The results of the paper are es&ntiaJly best possible. 
2 B. .BoIlobcis 
paper 0 < p < 1 is fked ard q = I- p. ‘We write c, cl, cz, . I . for positive absolute 
constants or for positive values depending only on p. Difl’erent occurrences of c 
may, of course, denote different constants. We shall always work in the probabil- 
dy space %(ri, Pledge) = pi This is a discrete probability space consisting of all 2’:’ 
graphs with .q fixed and labelled vertices, in which the probability of a graph with 
_‘\/I edges is ~~q(;)‘-~. E quivalently, in our labelled randoui graph the edges are 
chosen independently and with the szme probability p. Note that every graph 
invariant (maximal degree, diameter, connectivity, chromatic number, etc.) is a 
random variable defined on %@, P(edge) = p). We shall often say that a certain 
statement holds for alnzost eoevy (a.e.) graph. This means that as n--r* the 
probability of the set of graphs for which the assertion fails tends to 0. 
In Section 1 we list some :;tandard formulae from probalbility theory. The heart 
of the paper is Section 2, where we give fairly precise estimates for various terms 
of the degree sequence d1 a (ri+ l - l 24. Let us state here a minor result of 
Section 2: almost every graph is such that its maximal degree d = t& satisfies 
I d, - pn - (2.pgn log P2P2 + ( ) _J?!zL Slogn li?loglognl +-$~‘210gloglogn. 
(This corrects an error in [123.) 
In fact, the i~lterval to which d, is confined in a.e. graph decreases as m 
increases. 
After the results of Section 2 it is straightforward to estimate the jumps 
d,-A+, and the multiplicities of the degrees that occur in a.e. graph. This will 
be done in Section 3. The last section contains some applications of our main 
results. Icr particular, we estimate the maximal number of edges that can be 
covered by m vertices, and we prove the rather surprising tact that in t.~. graph G 
we can find vertices x1, x2,. . . such that omitting these vertices consecutively we 
increase the connectivity: K(G)<K(G)-{x~})<K(G-(x~, x2))<* * l . 
I. Probabilitydboretic prelimimrie 
In probabilistic graph theory one often needs good approximations of the 
binomial distribution. Fortunately there is no shortage of such approximations; in 
fact, we shall hardly need LittlewoocYs very precise estimai:e [lSJ for the probabil- 
ity in the tail of the binomial distr!bution In this section we shall ilist for future 
use some consequences of the classical IJeMoivre-bplal*? formulae (see Feller 
[13, pp. 164-179] or R&nyi [lU, pp. 20421OB. 
Here and in what follows we use Landau’s notation Cjv(n)) for a term that, 
when divided by f(n), remains bounded as n + 00. Similarly o(f(n)) denotes a 
term that, when divided by f(n), tends to 0 as n -+ 00, Thus 0(l) denotes a 
bounded term and o(l) a term tending to 0. 
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Denote the normal density functkn by (x) aand the normal distribution 
fwction by e(x), that is put 
and I 
If x >O and f is a r_stural rrugber then 
1 1 214.1 
- - e-x2t2 I+ 
(J(24x ( 1 m-l (_,qtl 1 '3*'. ;._(2y<l_@(x) x 
) 
. (1) 
In particular, if x + 00, then 
1 1 
(3 ) 
where, as in the rest of the paper, - means that the percentage difference of tie 
two sides tends to 0 as n -+ 00, 
Given natural numbers k and n, k G n, denote by b(n; k) the kth term of the 
binomial di‘stribution: 
b(n; k) = (;)pkq”-k, ’ 
If k = pn +-x(pqn)‘n = pn +cr(n2D), that is x = o(n”“,, then we have 1 
b(n; k)- 
1 
‘=) (~n)-1i2e-X’? (2) 
Furthermore, for natural numbers K and L, KS L =Z n, write 
S(n: Kg L) = i @pkq”-” = i b(n; k). 
k=K k==K 
For simplicity, put also S(n; K)= S(n; K, n). Note that tr(n; k), S(rr; K, L) and 
S(n; K) all depend on p as well. However, as p is fixed throughout he paper, we 
do not indicate t KS ‘dependence. 
If K = pn + X(FcjiO)“2 = pn +o(n2’3), that is if x = o(n1’6j, then 
S(n; Ku) = l-@(x). (3) 
.41so, if K - pn.+ o(n2*) and L = pn + o(n213), then 
Sfn; K, At) i& @(y’) - @(XI>, (4) 
where .x’.= QK -3 --p::)/$qn)l~@ a& y6 = (L -i-$-~~fj/(pqn)‘? -2 
It seems to be worth remarking here that formulas (2), (3) and (4) will be used 
to estimate b(n - i; k), S(n - i; K) and S(n - i; K, L), where i is a fixed integer, 
usually 1. This is legitimate since in each of these cases, the replacement of x1 by 
II - i results in a change that is negligible compared to the accuracy of the main 
approximation, and is certainly small enough to make njo tlilfference to our 
estimates. 
To conc!ude this section, let us note two consequences of the inequalities of 
Chebyshev. Both of t.hese inequalities are immediate frlorn first principles. If X is 
a non-negative. random variable with expectation p = E(X) :>O and p’ >O, then 
P{V-- 1 \rr ” 5 p/p’. Y4 J (5) 
If, furthermore, X has variance g2 = E(iX- P)~) = E(F) - p” and v > 0, then 
P(IX - /A) b V) < a2/v’. (6) 
In particular, 
P(X = 0) s a2/p2. W 
2. The &tr~%ution of degrees 
Throughout the paper d, 2 d2 2 - l l > d,, will denote the degrete sequence of a 
random graph G E %(n, P(edge) = p). In order to estimate a term (c&,, of the degree 
sequence, we introduce some random variables on 43(n, P(edge) = p). Given a 
number K, 0~ K < n - 1, denote by XK the number of vertices of degree at least 
K in a random graph. Note that d, = d,(G) 2 K iff XK = X,(G) 2 HL Our 
estimates of d, will be based on the following simple assertion. 
UBIRIEI~ Id, Let 1~ K’ < K”s II - 1. Put p’ = E(XKti)., d2 = E(&-- P’)~) and 
define p” and cfr2 analogously. If m is an integer wtisfying p” < rn S p’ then 
and 
Proof. 
and 
The assertions follow from the Chebyshev inequalities (5) and (6). Thus 
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Depending on the amount of work we are willing and able to put into 
estimating fi = E(XK) and E((XK - @) ‘for v&riQus ydwsof & -pq5&$&&went 
estimates of &. 8 . 
L~IQIIS 2. FOF aery integer K, 0 s K s n - I, we haoe 
E(X,) = nS(n - 1; K). 
Pmof. The probability that a given vertex has degree k is 
since we have (“if) choices fqzr the k edges. As there are y1 vertices, the assertion 
follows. cl 
In this note we shall be interested in XK only for 4iz = pi +x&p)1'2 = 
ppa +o@?) and usually we shall even assume that x 4 0~ (as n + a). Under these 
assumptions Lemma 2 and relations (1’) and (3) imply 
1 n 
E(X,j dm;; eWxzf2. (7) 
In particular, if x = 2(1og n) ‘I2 then E(X,) = 0(1/n). Furthermore, keeping the 
assumption that K is an integer 
E(XK) - E(Xk+l) = nb(n - 1; K) - (2m)-1J2n 1f2e-x2/z. 
Thus if x-(2logn) l/2 the jump E(XK) - E(X,,,) is only of order n-1’2, and if , 
X>(lf&) (logn) 1’2 for some fixed 0 < E <$ the jump is still less than 11-Y 
Consequently as K decreases from lpn +2(pqn log n)u2i to [pn + (1 + E) 
(wn log n)“2], She values taken’by E(X,) increase from less than I/R to more 
than n 1’2-2e, by jumps less than n? In particular, if 1 s m S @-‘* then there is 
an integer K = pn + O((n log r2)lk2) such that nt s E(X’) S m + n-“. 
In fact, a little calculation shows that for every m there is a K such that 
~m--E(X,)Ia~m~‘~+l, (8) 
where c &pends only on p. 
Leunm 3. Let K be an integer, 1 G KS n - 1. Put ,L = 9(X,) and u2 = 
E((X, - &. Then 
m2 G p f rr2b(n - 2; K - l)2. 
Proof. Put 
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that is denote by YK the number of pairs of vertices of 
na2= n1+2(9 for every non-negative integer r4rr, we have 
E(X;)=E(X,)+2E(Y,). 
The exDectation of Yx is easily computed: 
E(Y,)= (;]pS(n-2; K-l)*+qS(n-2; K)‘}. 
Indeed, the probability that two gic t vertices, say Q and 
least IS is 
degree at i :ast K. As 
b, both have degree at 
P(rzbEE(G) and &_,(a)~K-1, &_,(b)~K-1) 
+P(ab$E(G) and &_Jb)aK, &+(n)MC). 
The events (abEE(G {&_&)~K-1) and {&_,(b)>K-1) are indepen- 
dent so the probability of their intersection is the product of their probabilities. 
P(ab~E(G))P(&_,(a)~K-1)P(&_a(b)bK-1):=pS(n-2; K-l)*. 
The second term is calculated anallJgously. Hence 
U* = E((X, - p)*) = E(x2,, - p* 
=p+n(n-l){pS(n-2; K-l)*+qS(n-2; K)“)-p2 
s p -+ n”(pS(n - ?; K-l)*+qS(n-2; K)*-S(rx- 1; K)*]. 
Lie now that 
S(n-l;K)=pS(n-2;E=--l)+qS(n--2;K) 
and 
S(n-2; K-I)-S(n-2;K)= (I;_:)pK-1q.-K-1=b(n-2;K-l), 
SC by the convexity of the function y = x2, we have 
cr*:~ p + n*b(n -2; K- l)*. 0 
Lemma 4. La K =pn +x(pqn)“*= pn+o(?‘). Put g =E(XK) and 02= 
E(CX, - p)‘). Then 
U2sCp. 
&da Since XK = XIKI, we may assume that K is an kkger. By Lemma 3 
02spfn2b(n-2; K-lj*. 
We shall use (7) $0 estimate p and (2) to estimate b(n - 2; &I-- I!). 
Swpose first that x 2 1. Then if n is large, 
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. 
’ smce x 6 e ? Assume now that x < 1. Then if YL .sMffi&trP~v .ISWQ~. 
n2b(n-2; k~1)2s.12’==~. 
mP4 m 
Finally, the constarrt c can be chosen to take care of the smaii&&es of n. 0 
TlkWem 5. Let K’ > K” be suck that K’ = pn -t- o.(n”/“) and K” = pn +o(.n2j3). 
Suppose p”= 9(X&) C m < p’ = E(X,‘). Then 
P(& 5 K’) S c min {p”/m, $‘/(Fz -- i;“,“> 
and 
P(d, <K’) G cEr,‘/(m - P’)~. 
I%&. The assertion is immediate from &emmq I. ad 4, 
% 
Theorem 5 is oup ,main, @l iti es&a&g 4. .?&Y+I we have to get down to some 
numerical details. Let us &e-first-what we can say about d, if m is fixed or grows 
slowly with n. 
Let f == f(n) = o(log n)ln) and put 
Then because of relation (7) followi_ng Lemma 2 we dave 
pa = E(X,) - ef. 
proof, The assertions are immediate from Theorem 5 and from the relations 
B&J + efi, i = 1,2. Cl 
&rolWy 7. rf m is fied and C(n\ --P 00 (arbitrarily slowly) th*n ale. g;raph satisfies 
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Of course, for a fixed f we may replace K” by K” in the corollary above: 
One may think ti;\at the interval to which the maximal degree of a.e. grapk is 
confined ~0 is small enough and as m --$m, d.,,, will be more free to/roam aboui. As 
we shall presently see, this is not the case: as 02 + OQ, 8, is cordned to smaller 
and smaller intervals in a.e. graph. In order to achieve this., we hstve to make full 
use: of Theorein 5. The following assertion is practically a reformulation of 
Theorem 5, but it enables us to see our objectives clearly. 
Theorem 8. Suppose rn --) Ott ard K’< k <K” are such that with p = E(X,), 
CL’ = E(X,J and p’” = E(XKMj we have 
~/L-mJWn”*, (10) 
1 
; C(n)pl’* q&--@c&L 
and 
(11) 
wtzere c is an absolute constant and C(n) + 0~ arbitrarily slowly. Then a.e. graph 
satisfies 
This theorem tells us that in order to find a small interval to which &, is 
confined in a.e. graph, we have to overcome two different problems. We have to 
Mermine, if possible, compute? K a: q. function of m (and n, of course) such that 
(10) holds, and then we have a .\ 5 i ’ .‘t .Y! K”. say in the form K’ =: K -~(pqn)~‘~ 
and I(” I= K+c(pqn)““, sue’! 5 :c I il, ,d (12, ~.&I ’ et us see ‘5% how this c 
can be chosen. :! 
Le~nmir 9, Let C > 2 EIP a constant and suppose K = pn -t x(pqn)“” = pn + o(n213) is 
such &at or. = E(&) + 0~. Suppose furthermore that C(n)< *1’2 and C(n) + w 
Then kequalities ( 11) and (12) of Theorem 8 are satis@d for some constant c> 0 
if K’= K- e(pqn)“‘* and K”= K + E(pqn)“‘2 are chosen as follows. 
(a) If x -‘C, then E = C(n)/(xp*‘2). . 
(b) If 1x1~ C, then E = C(n)6’*. 
P:,aof. (a) Inequalities (1 j and (3) imply that for sufficiently large (IZ! 
1 n -x=/2 < n -_- 
2?rxe 
v q-e -x2/2 
x - 
This shows, in par%cular, that &.qn)1’2 -+ 150. We can use either (I’) and (4) or 
simply (2) IO &mate ,I&- p. Indeed, 
p’- p = nS(n - 3.); [K’l , [Kl - 9), 
On the other hand, again from (4), 
c(n) fi’-p ~n~(~n)~“(3rrpqn)-“~e-“‘“a$n- e -112x2 
xpln 
1 C(n) 
“;j:--pEL := -$(n)p l/2. 
This proves (1 l).’ Inequality (12) is proved anaiogously. 
(b) A rather trivial consequence of (1) and (3) is that <or 1x1 s C we have 
r 
O<c,n<f.P<~<~‘<c,n. 
Furthermore, equally trivially, 
* c_,n-1/2d b(n - 1; k)dc4n-112. 
if [K’] < k S [K’l. Consequently 
proving (la), and (12) again foitows analogously. 
EI~~w shah we go about finding a K satisfying (lo)? In a sense our job is very 
easy: we do know from’($) that there is such a K. IIowever, in order to find such 
a K we have no choice but to fook at the next ~VJO steps in the following sequence 
of approximations: . 
m_~~~nS(n-l;K)-n(l-~(x))~-~.~e-~~~’. 
Of course, we are not satisfied with the rcrtios teing near to 1, we must bound the 
differences try cm ‘j2 for some constant c. The Grst approximation, that is (33, is 
very good iadeed. Theorem 2 of Littlewood [lS, p. 531 shows that if K = 
pn +x(pqn)“2 and x>C>O then 
1~ -, n(1 -#!(x))l = o(33n-f’2p) = 0(jdJ2). 
(In fact, if x -+ a, ?hen the error term is de&sly o($‘~).) Also, if 1x1 s C, then 
[CL -n(l -@(x))l= O(nl”) = O(p1’2)* 
Using only this first approximation we thus arrive at the main result of the paper. 
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Tk~mn 10. Let m G n/2 be a naturd number arrd let C(n) ---) 00 arbitrarily sbwly. 
Define x by 
1 --e(x) = m/n. 
Then a.e. graph satisfies 
Id, - Pn - xb4nY’21 s C(n) (----logntn,m)). 
Proof. Because of ~2oroilax-y 7 we may assume that WI + 00. Putting together 
Theolzril 8, Lemma 9 and the remarks above, we find that a.e. graph satisfies 
Id, - pn - x(pqn)“2\S n(pqn)“2, 
where 
E = C(n)/(xp.“2) if x >cl, 
and 
e = C(n\n-’ ’ if ei<xSc,. 
iWw if x 24, say, then x 2 (log (n/m))“-! and ~1”~ >$I ‘I2 if n is large. Hence in 
th is cat\e 
I& - pn - x(pqnP2\ s C(n) ( m logn~n,m))li2, 
as ciaimed. If, 0~ the other hand, x ~4 then log (n/ml G I:!, hence 
Id,, - pn - .~(pqn)“2( - ’ n 
) 
l/2 
~C2C(n~~rn log(n/rn) * 
Incorporating c2 into C(n), irs we may, we arrive at the required1 inequzl;!y. cl 
Theorem 10 shows the existence of a degree to which 4, is near in a-e. graph. 
Of course, we would prefer to have a formuia that tells us the actA value, at 
least for large X. In order to find this \?alue we have to examine the second 
approximation: . 
1 n 
p1 = n(l-@(x))--- Jt2*) x e-+‘12 =CL;!. 
This approximatioii IS given by (1) and it is not as good as it seems. However, i(, is 
accurate nough to give us (10) if m =: O(( log 12)‘) for some fixed s, and we can use 
(1’) instead of (1) if m: = O((log n)2). Furthermore, if no = O(lug n/&g log n)4) 
then the approximation (9’) is accurate nough, so we rnpy put I$ = K,QILr*l, where 
Kf is given by (9). Finally, it is clear that for m - n/2 = c?(P) we may put x =: 0 
a.ld K =- pn. Let us summarize these remarks. 
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C3m~ 11. Let C(R) be a functim &ding to k as slswZy ‘Lt5 we K-t 
(i) If m. = O(log n/(log SOS n)“> ,then a,e, g.kqdz sati@es 
I 
d, - pn - (2pqn log n)1t2 + log log n 
+log (2d'2m) 
11 
(ii) If m = 0((Iog n)2), then define x 6y 
1 1 CPW m .~;C-~z’2=X~n. 
Then a.e. graph satisfks 
Id, - pn - x(p4nY21 s C(n$-$&---)1’2. 
(iii) If nz - n/2 = 0(rP2), 
Id, -p+(n). 
Let us remark here that 
Gnce we may interchange 
;t12 +z. In particular, we 
exception of o(n)) is confined to an intenal of length C(n)n1’2 about Pn. (This 
simple statement does not rely on the essential part of Theorem 10 and we could 
have deduced it from the trivial Lemma 2 above.) 
lhen a.e, graph satisjks 
there is, af course, no teed PS go beyond $n with m 
P and 4 and tillen our results tell us about 4 for 
see that ;r.e. degree (that is cver)l degree with the 
As a final act of defiance, we sacrifice the short length of the interval to which 
&, is confined for the location of this interval, and note the concre+~ bounds that 
can be read out of Theorem 10. 
= Pn+(2f.q1. TiP~g(n/m))*‘2-(loglog(n/nz) 
( P4’1 ) 
l/2 
+ log k) 
8log (n/m) l 
T%an a.e. graph satisfies 
hutof. Let E > 0. Define x0 by K = pn +q&~&“~. Put x1 = X0- &/(log (nlnW2 
and x2 = xc, + &/(log (n/m)) 1’2 Furthermore, as in Theorem 10, denote by .X the .
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m/n. 
Elementary but cumbersome calculations how that 
1 1 --- 
J@*) x1 e-xl2J2<F 
if n is sufhciently large. Recahing (1) we see that this irnr!ks that 
I - @(x1) < m/n = 1 - G(c) 
and so x1 (x. Similarly 
1 1 i 
z;j~ 1-x: e-4’2>F, 
( ) 
and this gives us x <x2. Since ~(pqn)“~+~, we can put C(n) - ~:(pcgn)~‘~ in 
‘Theorem 10 and obtain that a.e. graph satisfies 
( 12 j 
112 
d, 6pn+x(pq~j”~+C(n) -_-_ 
m log (n/m)/ 
~pn+x2(pqn)‘“+e(pqn) 
1/2Gog ;nlm,y,, 
= pn + x0(pqn)“2 +2E 
(I,,pp,;lm,y’2 = 
K+2e($&-))ln 
A lower bound is obtained analogously, compltting cur proof. 0 
3. Jumps and repeated vahs 
The intervals that we have shown will contain two consecutive degrees, say &, 
and &, : I which overlap greatly. Thus our results so far do not even imply the 
result of Erdb; and Wilson 1121, that a.e. graph has a unique maximal degree, that 
is cl, >d,. However, it turns cut that Theorem 12 enables us to estimate the 
jumps d, -4,+1 very easily indeed. 
Theoretic EL Let m = o(n) and bt c(n) be a positive function tending to 0 as slowly 
as we like. TLen a-e. graph has he property that 
4-di+, 2% (,, ;,l,,)‘i’ for every i < m. 
PIY&. As in Theorem 10, let x be defined by 
1 -m(x) = m/n. 
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Putting C(n) = (pqm)“2, we see that a.e. graph satisfies 
d, apn + x(mn)f’2-(log (n/m))1”2(pqn)“z 
where 
= pn + (a - s)(~~Fz)‘~~ 
t: = (log (n/raz))-Y 
Thus our theorem will be proved if we show that almost no graph contains an 
ordered pair of vertices (u, U) such that 
K= rpn-t(x-s)(pqn)ltq~d(u)~d(u)~d(u)+J-l, 
where 
J=I%(*ognm,)“‘l’ 
Denote by 2 = Z(K, J) the number of such pairs. Ah we have to do is show that 
E(Z) + 0 for then Chebyshev’s inequality (5) completes the proof. Clearly 
k+J-1 
E(Z)=n(n-1) nc b(n-2; k) c b(n-2; l) 
k=K-1 l:=k 
* 
+,P b(n-2; k)k+gib(n-$ Q] 
k=iC j5Lik 
sn2 nf b(n-2; k)Jb(n-2; k-1) 
k-K-1 
=n*JS(n-2;K-I)b(n-2;K-1) . 
since 
b(n-2; k)>b(n-2; I) ti Iak*K-1. 
Ushg (2) to estimate b(n - 2; K - 1) and (1’) and (3) to estimate S( n - 2; K - l), 
we find that if n is large enough then . 
i a E(z)~~1125;;~-(x-ej~/*~~-fz-e)~/2 
where c is an absolute constant. Making use of the fact that x -a(2 log (ralm))1’2 
and so XE <2, and that 
we arrive at the inequality 
2 
E(Z) 6 c’n3’2Jx s c%(n), 
where c’ and c” are absolute constants. Thus E(Z) 4 0 as required. C! 
Our next result sh ‘3~s that Theorem 13 is bezt possible. 
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Theorem 14. Suppose nt -+ w and m = o(n). Let C(n) 4+ 00 ar&itrar-ily slowly. Then 
a.e. graph is s&r that 
di-4+1+--=- ,---$-J* C(n) ( for some i < m. lllC 
Proof. Let us assume, a~8 we may, that C(n)< m. F’ut 
J=l- t C(n) I n 112 
L In2 \log (n/m) ) 1 A’ 
23 = (!og (n/ m))-1’2 
md 
C(n) 
&= 7 (log ( n/m))-“2. 
It is easily checked that if n is large enough, 
p+2h+rw --_. 
*ce 
-x2/2 
1 
e-(xd9’/2 
1 
--- 
x+6 x+25 
e-‘” -+28)2/2 ;a c e-x2/2 
X 
(13) 
(14) 
where c > 0 is an absolute constant. Define x’ by 
dx) 1 1 -=-- ,c J(2T) x e--r”2 = t . 
Then the proof of Theorem 12 shows thlat for a.e. graph 
d, < K = [pn +(x f @(p&“q. 
Consequently the assertion of our theorem wili follow if we prove that P(Z> 
0) ---, 1, where Z = Z(,K, J) is, as above, the number of ordered pairs of vertices 
(x, y) satisfying K < d(x)~d(y)~~I(x)+J. The above expression for E(Z) shows 
immediately that for K’ = Lpn +(x + 2S)(pqn)1’2] we ha.ve 
p = E(Z) >$n2(J + l)b(n, K’+J)S(n, K, K’). 
Making use of (l’), (2), (3), (13) and (14) to estimate the terms oln the right-hand 
side, we find that 
where c’> 0 is an absolute constant. Recalling the definition of .I:, this gives us 
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As x - (2 log (n/r#“, we See that w + 00, 
It is straightforward to check that 
a”=E((Z-~~2)=E(22)-~2=o(~2). 
Consequenttf by Chebyshev’s inequality (6’) 
P(Z>O)+ 1 
as required. q 
Theorems 13 and 14 tell us rather precisely 
d,sd,a* l e are strictly decreasing. 
how many terms of the sequence 
COEO~‘Y 15. If m = o(n’/*)/(log n)lJ4 theK. a.e, graph is such that dI > d2 3 - l l > 
d, ; if m # o(n*‘4)l(log #I4 then a.e‘ graph is such that 4 = G+r i c. m. 
Our is k p(n I) 
a vertex of k. Furthermore, we shill on the 
of vertices of degree k in in Corollary 
15 happens + &qn log n)lJ2]. 
‘m-rem X6. Let 
y (p@log n)lJ2. If y +MO then almost no graph contains a vertex of degree k and if 
y --, --oo therr a.e. graph contains a vertex of degr ee k. Furthermore, if i&f tienotes the 
multiplicity of k and y + -a, then a.e. 
(M--f.+ C(n)plJ2, 
where 
n-l 
p =n 
t ) k pkq”;l-k, f 
aml C(n) function tending to a. 
In particular, a.e. graph contains at 
degree xactly k = [p(n - 1)j. 
l?mof. The expectation of the random 
E(M)-nb{n-l;k)=p. 
graph satis@ 
least n1M/(2q.q)1J2 - C(n) nz ‘I4 uetices of 
variable A4 is clearly 
Recalling (2) and (5) this implies immediately tha: if y 3 C >O then for l;arge n 
psnn - 1/2e-i10g n)/2e-C = e-C 
and so y --) 00 implies 
P(M~l)=+-+-,. 
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Assum#e now that y + --00. Then by (2) 
#2 
crL -7(27rI?q) e 
-x=12 _+ \x), 
Exactly as in Lemma 3, one can check that 
The calculations are particularly pleasing in the special case ip = q = i, n = 2k + 1, 
and give an even sharper estimate: 
E(w) = p + n(n: - l)Gb(2k - 1; kj2+&b(2k - 1; k - 1)‘) 
= fi + n(n - l)b(2k - 1; k - 1)2 = p + n(n - l)b(2k; IrC)2 
++p2, 
SO 
&qL. 
Consequtr ntly by (6) for every c > 0 yve have 
The last assertion follows if we replace p by its sufficiently accurate 
estimate. 0 
4. Three appticdons 
In this section we shall apply our main results to estimate the sum of the m 
highest degrees, the maximal number of edges covered by un vertices and the 
vertex connectivity of large subgraphs. In order to simplify the formulae and the 
Izalcuiations we shall not strive for best possible results. 
Tlmrem 17. Let g > 0 and suppose m -+ 00 and m S n l--e. Then j’iX cu. graph 
T ‘rn = 2 cl, = mpn+ m(2pqn log(n/m))1’2+o(nz(n log n)lrY), 
1 
PrOOf. Since 
Srn=jJ4am&, 
Theorem 12 implies immediately that S,,, is at least as large as claimed. Let now 
OcS<l iand put m’= [m ‘--*J. Then, again by Theorem 12, for al,e. graph 
&~ pn +(2pqn(log (n/m)+S log mjj”j2 
d” gn + (2jqn log (n/n ))li2+- 
log nt 
- (2pqrp 
2~ ‘I2 (log ( nlm))1’2 
degree sq.4ence.s of random graphs 
and 
d* s pn +(2p& log jt)? 
L 
’ , >’ * 
Hence * 
S,,, G (m - m?)d,,, + m’d, G mpn + m(2p~z log (n/m))lf2 
8 
+m--,- 
log m 
2~ ‘I2 (log (n/m))lD 
(2pqn)1’2+ w.‘(2pqn log nj112. 
Since 8 is as small as we like, the last two terms can be replaced by 
o(m(n log n)“‘>, and ‘we are home. 0 
Let us investigate now the maximal number of e&-es that can be covered by m 
vertices. The following lemma will enable KS to use Theorem 17 to esttiate this 
number. 
Lemma 18. L,et E > 0. Then a.e. graph is such thut whenever m => ne every 
subgraph of order m has p(T) +o(m’) edges. 
ProofL It is a trivial consequence of Theorem 2 of [‘t5,‘p. 33] that if 0 < 8 < 4 and 
N is sufk!ently large then 
c b(N; Kj~e-““~. 
‘,k-pN]h3N 
This inequality enables us to estimate the expected number of subgraphs of order 
m and size M with IM- p(TJjl *S(T). Putting N = (7) we have 
~~)(,,~B~Nb(N; kj]snme-d;“212<n-2 
if n is suikiently large (depending only on E and 8). Consequently the expected 
number of subgraphs of any order m =I) ;5tE is at most l/n. U 
Theoreoa 19. tit 0 < e <$ and Jet m be such that nE <m < II l-Y Deltote by Wm 
the maximal number of edges that can be covered with m vertices. Then a.e. graph ip 
such that 
Wm = mpn+m(2pqn iog(n/m))1’2-g y +o(m2+m(n log(n/m))“2}. 
0 
Proat, As in Theorem 17, denote by $, the sum of the m largest degrees. Let e* 
be the minimal number of edges in a graph of order m and let e* by the maximal 
number.. Then clearly 
Sm-e*GW,+,-e*, 
so our stssertion follows from Lemma 18 and Theorem 17. 0 
. . 
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As a.e. graph has diameter 2, we know from a result in [:;j .hat the: minimum 
degree equals the edge connectivity in a.e. graph. Our last re!;ult is a cc:msiderable 
extension of this trivial statement. We shall show that w:. gmp1. is such thzlt for 
the large subgraphs the minimum degree equals the vzrtcx crPnr:ectivity and the 
omission oE certain vertices increases the vertex connectijlity considertrbly. In the 
proof of alar result we shall need the following simple lemma. 
Lcenrma 201. Let s be a fixed natural number ark: ket sz HI. Tiiert a.e. gr~zph is such 
that wheneve,* x1, x2, . . . , h me distinct vertices md r s s, 
where r(q) denotes the set of neighhours of 4. 
Tkorem 21. Almost every graph G contains t = (ro”‘j distinct vertices 
g,, 1529 - - * 9 g, such that if Go = G and gi = G,_, -(yi}, i = 1,2, . . . , t, itll.en 
M(G)<K(GI)-f<K(G2j--2t<*-*<K(G,)-t2. _ 
Furthermore, j%r each i, 0 s i S t, W< have K(Gi) = 8(Gi) and Gi has larger vertex-B 
comectivity tk~ 3;: 4 WJ other sr;bgrq-4 of order n -i. 
pruof. (a) Let p .=z p’C2p - p2. Then a.e. graph has maximal degree: less than 
p’n - t. 
(b) Because of Lemma 20 we may choose s so that in a.e. graph an)/ s vertkes 
are joined to m3re than n( 2 + p’j&! ve-tic<+ :\nc: any s vertices are joined to more 
than 9% + s vertices. 
(c) .3y applying Theorem 13 to &e conlplemellt of CM JL;yap h,we .;e !. that ilr a.e. 
graph thp tail end of the degree sequence 6 = d,, = d(y, 1 G ti,,-a = d(y,)s 9 l l , is 
such that c 
d(yi+l)- d(yi) >2t if iS1. 
?&‘e claim that if G has the properties described in (z), (:o) and (cl), then the 
vertices ylI y2, . . . , y, satisfy the conditions. 
Let 11 be a ??bgraph of order n - i, 0 6 i 6 t. Suppose yh E H but yj 4 1-I for ,i < h. 
Of course, h&+1. If ~EH and yfy,, then 
dzJy&d(y&d(y)--2t<dH(y)- t. 
This shows that the minimal degree of Gi is exactly &,(J~+~) and it is llarger than 
the minimal degree of any other subgraph of order n - .i. Furthermo:~e, S(Gi) < 
~(Gick- t. 
All that remams to be proved is that K(Gi) = 6(Gi), 1 s i G t. If this is not the 
C~SC;: for some Gi then Gi contains a set W of K(Gi):‘CAl:GijdA(113)<p’n-t 
vertices such that G1 - W =: HI 1J I& and 2 S (I’&( S I& , s;~.y, By (b) any two 
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vertices iu .?I1 are joined to ‘at least p’n + s vertices. Hence 
(I&(+JMI(+fqht+s 
and so 
Again by (b) any s vertices of HI are joined to more than an{ 1 + p’) vertices and 
SO 
This contra.diction completes the proof, q 
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